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    ' r-old ape-man- called 
‘let disagreement dissuade 
Wolution didn’t occur. In- 
pssils serve for debate _ fom new firidings,’” Leakey said. 
_ Also ej interest to Leakey is 
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a capable of abstraction 
conceptualization,”’ he said. 
, the proven abstraction 
. aitd specialization illustrated by too
ls 
suggests primitive animals had a mind 
_. fuch similiar to man than to a 
However, in today’s world, it is 
humankind’s ‘‘inability to com- 
muriieate and failures of technology 
that are leading to our extinction. 
basis of success should be reapplied to 
the many problems threatening our 
species today,”’ Leakey said. 
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There are more warm bodies at 
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His findings are based upon the HSU. 
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Let's be real. Compare the 
were both trying to tunnel throug 
Don't despair. Your problem is a 
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1 drop a few 
this week due to withdrawals. 
the final cefisus Se! HSU 
re. 
ple last Friday 
in the United States. 
The Immigration and Naturalization 
t in what 
her last public ap- 
Service in October, 1985, rejected the 
American-born writer’s 
nent residerice 
s criticize the United States and 
tion for 
ause her 
A writer, oral historian and left-wing 
Continued on next page 
You get a Macintosh, with its speed, ease of use, and graphics 
capability. Plus, you get a software program that lets vou use all this 
Macintosh power in all your subjects. 
Microsoft Works is not just one program, it's four integrated pro- 
grams: word processing, data-base management, spreadsheet with 
charting, and communications. 
Meaning you can put charts in your history essays. Spreadsheets in 
your economics papers. Call Dow Jones News, Retrieval at 2:00 A.M. to 
get the facts for your journalism story due at 8:00 A.M. 
So if youre taking more than one subject this semester, you should 
check out Macintosh and Microsoft Works. 
But don't wait till the eleventh hour. This offer will end soon. 
And your paper might stay out all night. 
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ietnam 
persecuted for is her criticism of U.S. 
policy in Vietnam. 
George tne stores of aneuuine mesane rought the stories of or 
into the eyes of readers,”’ Randall sold 
Her readings at HSU included selec- 
tions ranging from her Ni uan 
years — part of her 20 years in Latin 
America — to het most current selec- 
tons about incestual relations during 
her childhood. 
“In retrieving personal memories, 1 
was led to more generalized political 
considerations which have to do with a 
collective memory which people 
block,’’ Randall said. 
Col Master Plan 
brought up for review 
Brian Murphy, a representative of 
the Joint Committee for Review of the 
Master Plan for Higher Education, 
spoke to HSU groups Friday. 
Murphy, representing nine senators 
and nine assemblymen, spoke to 
students, instructors and campus ad- 
ministrators in six meetings, asking for 
suggestions and concerns for the 
master plan. 
The plan, which governs the UC, 
itical stance she said she is with séveral positions in con- 
tention. 
Professors Linda Anderson, Tom 
Jones ge Kitchen are vying for 
general fac president. 
Other positions up for election in- 
clude general faculty secretary, general 
faculty treasurer and California State 
University senator. 
Two representatives to the HSU 
Foundation, three members of the Pro- 
fessional Leave Committee; a Universi- 
ty Curriculum Committee chair and 
two members of the University Faculty 
ca Committee are also on the 
ot. 
Alcohol, havoc in dorms 
fill Public Safety blotter 
Rowdy rugby players and several 
alcohol violations were logged on the 
University Police Department's blotter 
over the weekend. 
On Sunday a group of rugby players 
were observed ‘‘causing havoc’’ in the 
area around the Canyon dorms. 
The group was reported heading for 
Cypress Hall and apparently disbursed 
before police arrived. 
On Saturday a keg was reported at 
   
Mark Hise 
MS DDS 
Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom 
Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning, 
Nitrous gas-steréo sound, 
Mercury-free fillings and 
Emergency Care 
1225 B St. 822-5105 
   
     
  
    
 
  
   
   
hiropractic Office 
LARRY J, KLEEFELD, D.C. 
1 SPECIALIZING IN 




Today is the last day of HSU faculty 
elections 
Tue-Thu 11:30-2:00 & 5:00-9:00 
Fri-Sat 11:30-3:00 & 5:00-10:00 
ri 
services 
which ate ¢ in the Annex, 
railers rtments scattered 
around Programe housed in 
the bulding will 
center and the University Police 
ent. 
Lawson, director of physical 
services, said there are ‘‘numerous 
ee ee , al on 7 
= an advantage to 
university’s administration services én «: 
one place,’’ Lawson 
Construction of t four-story; — 
48,631 square foot building is schedul- 
ed to n in May and be completed 
_ ready for occupancy in January, 
Debaters talk themselves 
through Utah tournament 
Connie Stewart and Richard Rogers 
of the HSU forensics team ea h won 
three of six debates at the Western 
State h Tournament in Salt Lake 
testing 
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Japanese Restaurant 
SUSHI 
* Exciting homemade noodle dishes — 
* Sushi bar serving large variety of sushi 
* Quick take out service and traditional dining cae 
    
   
   
    
   
      
The "Area wae 
ne oe to testify 
Ferndale to become star of talouaian inael 
Perndale. hes ‘bean chosen as the Presents... 
location of a television pilot, titled 
Tees of the 1p ) ve ven- turer Nae Mek sid esting fo MARDI GRAS! parts in the movie has begun, and local ; 
auditions for extras are planned. 
Ferndale has been the site of 
movies end a soft-drink commnaycial, r ! a Thursday Feb 26th 
- Specific locations for the film have 
not been decided, but filming is oo er J 
' ichathahed to Denia March ti tad tall 
More than $200 nas zes will about March of y* —-RioRed Hots 
New Orleans Gin Fizz 180 Best of 
Re cn wo, $80 parhare pis Do oil and water mix? 151 Rum Hurrican 
a corisaian Gk he ot We Hew: Discussion held tonight 
“boldt Cultural 7 in Eureka from =a discussion. of offshore oil 
drilling’s impact on commercial fishing Munchies: 6FT! Deli Sandwich! 
will be held tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the 
} board room ofthe Humboldt County See You Thursday 
865 9th St. Arcata 
No one under 21 
ARCATA’S FAVORITE BAR AND 
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973 —— SH : 
ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE : | ty / 
4 xe 
WED. FEB. 25 —Humboldt Blues Society Jam | er o pileshid my it 
9om $1 f Fe THUR, , FR, SAT. cH if fee 
FEB. 26, 27, 26 —Eureka All-Star Big Band ier | 
9om 
MON. MAR. 2 —Biue Monday 




IBED AND BREAKFAST INN | | A FINE LUXURY HOTEL 
915 H Street (by the Plaza) Two of Humboldt’s finest accomodations 
_ Open daily at noon—Sundays at 4 p.m. 3rd and L Streets, Eureka 445-1390   
“Best Deal in Town’ ™™ 
Third Floor University Center Wash Here, 
Monday through Friday 11:00-2:00 = S Dry FREE!!! 
Daily Specials \ j Open 7-9 Daily / . 
Soups © yong gee Bar 5000 Valley West Center 
Desserts | 822-1181 
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Accusations made a 
By Jeff Lundquist Stat writer 
The five-member Student Judic 
has come under attack for alleged 
violations of the constitution, being 
too closely tied to the Associated 
Students president and not trying 
enough cases. 
“*l believe the judiciary is bein 
deliberately sabotaged,”’ said Bi 
Quinn, a former st t and judiciary 
member who has helped circulate a 
petition asking for the recall of 
Associated Students President Terri 
Carbaugh for, among other things, 
‘‘undermining”’ the judiciary. 
Carbaugh doesn’t ee. 
‘*That’s blatantly false, very inac- 
curate, and not at all indicative of the 
officers of the A.S.,”’said Carbaugh. 
The only judiciary member available 
for comment, Matt Rohrba, refused to 
talk with The Lumberjack. 
The judiciary acts as a check on the 
executive and legislative branches and 
decides on the legality of club constitu- 
tions, petitions and initiatives. 
inn and others have charged the 
judiciary has violated the constitution 
evaluation,” said Ethan Marcus, 
the 
Carbaugh 
Legislative Council Adviser 
Rees Hughes said he did not think 
Seegh tae dome “Mt tuaed oom te lone 6¢ 
same realities Terri has faced.*’ 
nae ggg lala aca 
said problems have included 
the resignation of four A.S. officers, 
— _ including executive 
by not having a faculty adviser ad- 
minister the test given to prospective 
iary judiciary members, and judiciary 
members were not seated in the re- 
quired time. 
The A.S. Constitution states, ‘‘The 
members of the lary shall be ap- 
pointed and confirmed within the first 
three weeks of the academic year.’ 
Carbaugh, who is responsible for a 
pointing judiciary members, said t 
ustices were appointed Oct. 6 — a 
week late. 
Quinn said that alone is,‘‘a good 
reason to recall an A.S. president.”’ 
Carbaugh said there were ‘‘no 
students interested until then. 
“Students spend the first week get- 
ting classes, the second week getting 
their schedules organized, it takes time 
to readjust to school. It certainly 
wasn’t done out of malice.’’ 
A.S. Vice President Al pone, 
who acts as attorney general for the 
judiciary, said one of the reasons the 
justices were seated late is the tests each 
member is required to pass on the con- 
stitution were turned in late the 
judiciary’s adviser, William q 
Vice President Vic Monroe:and Chair 
Mo Hayden and two SLC represen- 
tatives. . 
ane said faeces “‘spends 
enough time’”’ on as president 
but said she is unaware of students’ . 
needs and has ‘“‘inherited a basic 
flagrant disregard for students’ pr 
from 1985 A.S. President Mark - 
Murray. 
However, A.S. Vice President Al 
Elpusan said she ‘‘has done a lot’’ as 
_“*Basically we were waiting for 
William Daniel,”’ Elpusan said, ‘‘He 
took awhile to turn in the tests and that 
makes it difficult for the judiciary to 
take a test.’’ 
niel, in a telephone interview Fri- 
day, said he didn’t know when the test 
was taken, but it was given to the A.S. - 
a ern states members 
judiciary ‘‘. . . must pass a 
examination on the constitution 
the organization of the association to | 
be administered by the faculty © 
yy oo ho was appointed in late pusan, who s 
November, said he administered the — 
test. This means the judiciary could not 
have been appointed until at least late. 
o_o or approximatly three mon- 
t te. 
**Because the adviser has been so 
reluctant and because it would take 
much longer to find a new adviser, the 
test was done by me to hasten the 
seating,’’ he said. 
Quinn sees Carbaugh’s and 
Elpusan’s efforts as attempts to under- 
Please see JUDICIARY page 8 
 
  




HSU Library Copy Center Rm 205 
Hours: Monday-Thursday 4p.m.-7p.m., 
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| 
| Fryer Breast 99¢/Ib 
Dubuque Bacon $1.49/lb 
Iceberg Lettuce 3/$1 
Mariners Cove 
Clam Chowder 15oz<an 89¢ 
Best Buy Sharp Cheddar  $2.29/lb 
Budweiser reg. or light 12 pk can $4.88 
Black Velvet 1 
Canadian Whiskey 1175; $9.88 
Jiff Peanut Butter 22 ozbonuspk $1.99 
Minute Maid O.J. trozeni60z + $1.39 
Snow Ice Cream 1/221 $1.39 
Pennzoil Motor Oil 89¢/aqt 
600 F Street, Arcata 
We're now open 24 hours a day   
   
to be considered Friday 
yn iversity Library Committee 
meet Friday (0 discuss if the rd 
will expand its hours to stay open until 
1 a.m. : 
University Librarian David Oyler 
believes a proposal he drafted — that 
will keep the library open an extra hour 
from Sunday through Thursday — will 
pass, and he now has the support of 
Associated Students President Terri 
Carbaugh. 
Carbaugh, who originally fought for 
the library to remain open 24 hours per 
day during the last two weeks of the 
semester, is happy with the com- 
promise. 
Her compromise proposal — having 
the library open until 2 a.m. during the 
final two weeks of the semester — 1s 
now on the shelf. 
‘*} lost an hour for the last two 
weeks and gained an hour for the 
whole semester,’’ she said. “‘This is a 
major success for the A.S.”’ 
“This has taken a lot of hard work 
.for a lot of months,” she said, 
One of the major conflicts between 
Oyler and Carbaugh centered on 
the availability of library funds for 
such a venture. 
Carbaugh said that her original com- 
promise would cost the library $800. 
Oyler’s new proposal would cost 
$1520. 
Funding for the library is unique 
because it is recieved directly from the 
   
Chancellor's Office. . 
library to seek additi Mundin om ding from 
the library the university to keep open 
at its current hours. | 
“The °83-°84 budget fell apart,”’ 
OWN aan i recepti university was ve to extra 
funding because students don’t have 
the quality study hall options available 
at urban campuses, Oyler said. 
A figure of $19,456 was teached in 
order to. maintain current hours. 
Oyler said he opposed Carbaugh’s 
earlier proposals because of the effects 
it would have on his staff. 
“Terri and I had a little to-do over 
her proposal. | pointed out that finals 
are when most of our student help 
wants time off, it would be hard to ex- 
tend the hours at only those certain 
times.’”’ 
Oyler believes the additional hour on 
weeknights will satisfy student needs 
for study. 
The figure of $1,520 will be achieved 
by not providing user services in the 
last hour, such as information and 
copy services, Oyler said. 
Computer and typing labs would 
also not be open for the additional 
hour. 
Oyler believes this proposal will be 
attractive to student leadership even 
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Reduce Reuse Recycle 
ARCATA COMMUNITY 
RECYCLING CENTER 
The only non-profit, full service, 
multi-material communit 
recycling center in Humboldt 
County 
  
   
Materials We Accept: 
Aluminium cans, Newspaper, Glass, 
Cardboard, Papersacks, Used motor oil 
For more information about our 
recycling services, call us at 822—8512 
: 
: Isn't it time you started recycling? 
EOE OSORADOHMS SOROROVORORODOROMOPORORORORORORCTOROROCROHOE 
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Mahy older a po 
reconsidered their lifetime 
returned to college . 
Thirty-nine percent of HSU sdones 
are older than 25, but the older student 
often feels lost at college, or surround- 
ed by “‘children’’ — and sometimes 
these ‘‘children’’ are not much older 
than their own, 
It can be a difficult experiance, but 
there is help. The Re-Entry Center and 
Phoenix Club are student-run 
organizations ‘created to help older 
students adjust to college life. 
The Re-Entry Center, in House 55, 
offers resources, referral and outreach 
nape geared toward the older stu- 
ent 
Although the center has only been 
open since October, Belle McDonald, 
one of the center 's directors, said there 
is interest on the campus and in the 
community about the program. 
Ron Young, dean of the College of 
Creative Arts and Humanities, arrang 
ed for the group, which at present o tas 
no budget, to get an office, phone and 
furniture. 
ad wo nope 
port, oe Somes 
cansldat the olen of returning to 
+ ieee he a is geared to. . t now t campus 
the 18- to 22-year-old student. Maybe 
the administration feels older students 
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“The Four Freshmen” 
Fri. Feb. 27 ¢ 7 & Jom     
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CUTS INCLUDE SHAMPOO & STYLING 
622-5720 _ . 
Corner of 12th & G Streets, Arcata 
Walking Distance From HSU 
3 Blocks North of Arcate Plaza 
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_ said, ‘*that way you still ha ori- 
ty owing t Nob to the pestiiewn 
we ie Marcus says the nt is tied too 
; a fo th and wond 
» “You'll 
milGue 9 not fr t e 
is also concerned with the low 
this year’s judiciary is taking. 
The judiciary’s case load has var 
 
 
greatly over the past few — meeting 
as often as once a week in some years. 
“A lot of the routine business was 
passing on the constitutionality of club 
constitutions,’’ Quinn said. But more 
important issues, such as grievances or 
violations of the constitution, were 
dealt with ‘‘a half dozen. to a dozen 
times a year, depending on the SLC 
itself,’’ 
The peer, cannot initiate legisla- 
tion, it can only decide on suits 
brought to it by students or the SLC. 
usan said this year’s judiciary has 
handled only one major case, 
Paradigm vs. the Board of Finance and 
a couple of club constitutions are 
coming up.” 
Quinn said the apparent lack of in- 
terest in the judiciary is due to the fact 
that students are ‘‘unaware the ap- 
Cut Down on Fat In Your Diet! 
Try Something New for Dinner 
Ground Turkey makes great Meatloaf... Sausage... and 
many other excellent Low Cholesterol Meat Dishes! 
Ground Turkey .79 lb 
Fresh Frozen 10 lb. Tube 
Gardeners!! 






make an oe i said, g” 
' But . 
lack see a et on 4 
taken as seriously as it once was. 
‘Looking back n students were 
really active politically with certain 
issues, they took due process, They 
took government serious, even student 
government,”’ Elpusan said, 
‘1 see a trend where students in 
general don’t have time to take student 
government serious,’’ he:said. 
Elpusan said college is now seen as a 
vocational area where students are 
more concerned with ‘‘achieving 
material goals like getting a new BMW 
or a VCR.”’ . 
‘*It’s a cycle. I believe the cycle will 
-_ back to a very activist trend,”’ he 
said. 
“it’s kind of like the prices of pork 
bellies. Once the students’ own people 
in government take it (the judiciary) 
seriously, then other people will view it 
as serious.”’ i 
“The importance of the judiciary 
really lies among the members of the 
judiciary. If they feel it is important, 
and not just space filler for their 
resume, then it will be looked on as im- 






Flower Sets are In 
-Six Packs - 
Cabbage Cro 






ann one member of the council, 
Resources Representative 
Randy's a voted against the 
dah esenemniaenl 
with the resolution per se but with 
the wording Of &. 
“There is en inconsistancy 
within the ee it shows eee 10 
council is unaware of the 
‘it’s an ideal,” said Darin yee, the issue. That detracts from the im- student affairs commissioner viewing 
author of the resolution. ‘it’s one ool pee Bn lo “Be tasers," 
more document that says people Sweeten said. 
Open "7 days a week, 
till 11:30p.m. Fri. & Sat. 
Q NORTHTOWN BOOKS 
Small Boat Journal, 
$2.96. Favorite reading for 
rowers and sailors. 
Utne Reader 
bi-monthly, $4. The best of 
the alternative press. 
$3. A national journal 
of literature and discussion. 
$2.95. Every 
two weeks, the best articles, 
the best ads for PC users. 
Byte. $3.50. Monthly 
technical help for all 



























































   
 
  
   
  
progress On any O 
paign platforms. In, the May 7, 1986, 
issue Of A.S. Update, Carbaugh listed 
her priorities as lower a 
24-hour li hours during the last 
two weeks of the semester and increas- 
ed minority and women’s representa- 
tion in the HSU curriculum. 
said progress on all but one 
of Carbaugh’s campaign platforms is 
non-existent, however almost at» ° 
“She's taken a few steps forward on 
the library matter, but it’s very dif- 
 
  
410 —The Lumberjack, Wednesday, Feb. 25, 1987 
‘ficult to find any progress on the other 
two issues. She’s spread: herself too 
thin.”” 
Turner said Carbaugh is no less effec- 
tive than any past president and much 
more effective at communicating with 
administrators. But she may be trying 
to do too much, he said, so she can 
“keep up an unmotivated council.”’ 
Taking on too much responsibility, 
several Carbaugh critics said, may be a 
symptom of an inexperienced president 
trying to make up for an inexperienced 
¢ 
Before running for president last 
7 Carbaugh held one position on 
the council — programming commis- 
sioner — to which she was appointed 
last February. 
In the same issue of the A.S. Up- 
date, Carbaugh said the experience 
which would help her as an SLC 
member was four years as an HSU stu- 
dent and her experience as programm- 
ing commissioner. 
**As a rule,”” Marcus said, ‘‘ you 
usually have at least a year of ex- 
CORNER DELI 
Lu Featuring your favorite. ae 
— | Mexican Foods 
Science Representative Theron ‘ 
  
     
  
  
   
   
perience before being 
resident . . . (but) Terri could not be 
the problem she is without help (from 
other couneil members). EF don’t know - 
if it’s apathy (on the part of the coun- ~ 
cil) as much as the fact they’re rookie 
members."? . 
Elpusan said Carbaugh’s inex- 
perience on the SLC has had positive 
and negative effects on her job as presi- 
dent. 
* “Anything new is good if it goes 
about it the right way. The bad (thing) 
is, being new, you have to work that 
much harder to be effective. 
‘1 would do some things different, 
streamline my priorities, but what she’s 
done and what I've done are on dif- 
ferent levels ... . she looks at students 
as a whole. I dig deep. . . 
‘“*1 knew what | wanted, and I knew 
what students wanted, and I did it,” 
Elpusan said. ‘She has an idea of what 
students want, but | don’t believe she 
has been out there enough to know 
what students want. She hasn’t been in 
contact with students.” 
 
6-a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Look For Our 
TOFU-TAHINI DRESSING 
Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka tse S:. 
siieeaah Beads Cole CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Tofu Shop, 
Unique in Humboldt County Murphy's Mkt., Sunnybrae 
Monday-Saturday ¢ Lunch 11:30-5:00 ¢ Dinner 5:00-8:00 
16th & “G"’ Streets, Arcata * 822-0360 
  
    
    
  
 
Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer @® Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week 
  
  
    
commissioning You could start planningon acareer summer session 
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great @ You can take free civilian flying lessons 
advantages like: @ You're commissioned upon graduation 
@ Earning $100 a month during the school year If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
@ Asa freshman or sophomore. undergraduate 
officer commission- 
you could complete your basic train- ing program. You could 
ing during two six-week summer start off making more 
sessions and earn more than $1100 than 
$17,000 a year. 
during each session Were looking for a ew good men. 
Tacos (beef and chicken) 
Taco Salad 
b Next.to the Sweet Shoppe bi 
in the University Center 
“- .» HOURS 
Monday through Friday 
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Oil prices, imports soar 
 
Last summer a barrel of oil cost $9, | SNswer 
Today a barrel of oil costs $18. eocees a 
That is a 100 percent increase in six years ft on ?ta teas oon 
a : Nebraska their corm 
to 
These figures provide a rare area of een cake ne ak ee 
p cereal oor yo ON Say ethanol, was produced. 
The ethanol was 
en 
Donald Hodel, secretary of the in- then blended 
with mediocre grade 
10 waitin gas ines in’20 3 years, | Gasohol to gas li to 5 years.: 
The  Worldwatch Institute, an | Midwest, Aldridge 
environmental research group, recently 
released their annual State of the World ae dip A 
report, saying the earth is on the | University Sucks Sypthnpecsdyy 9 
sor 
Sowa = — entire transportation 
fuel problems, 
™ , could provide around 10 
percent And in the background lurks the | folic Riwes 
specter of the decline in American oil In Humboldt ty 
production, and the increase in foreign oil | «sion of the aan » where 
= Department of Energy | higher gasoline prices, Michael Mills, statistics show U.S. oil production of the . 
See EE ee EE Cora eo necin, | Conter in Eureka said," Gasohol is one of le same " 
show the United States imports 38 the things that could work real wel, as 
percent of its oil, up from 33 percent last In 1983, Humboldt County, 
shock," said Larry Goldberg, an energy state funded report that dealt with local 
expert who works for the Redwood energy resources. * eee 
Community Action Agency in Eureka. Pat Agnello, w vo a 
| 
During the last energy shock of the | teport, said it assessed faagror we 
late 1970s, lines at the gas pumps were | for alternative energy use 
measured in city blocks. The price of a 
gallon of gasoline reached as high as Because Humboldt County has no oil ls are more $1.50, compared to well below a $1 now. | ‘finery, transportation fucls a 
And in some places, motorists could not expensive. The report said since the Motivated by 
ir lei county depends so much on 
ine, 
buy —— at their leisure. Gas was ee ee 
: reducing costs. 
g 
 
Americans can expect to |. its fuel requirements through alcohol.| “°F,” ; 
wait in gas lines in two to | This could translate into a savings 
of abies ry 
  
        
    
    
   
        
around $30 million annually getting the starch " He 
a meoehs Nadth) oe noe for gasohol >a financially f Teasble the 
hs sa to gasohol, a large captital investment | o:°6 of gasoline must be around $1.50 
Secretary of Interior | would be required. Emphasizing gasohol per gallon. 
would also mean changes for the farmers The price of oil has fallen in the '80s, 
They. would have to change thei COPS | and the use of alcohol to extend gasoline 
Les Aldridge, a multi-fuel engine | rom taditional ones to sugar Deets OF | hoe fallen along with it Last summer a 
researcher at Fresno State University, said'| Jerusalem artichokes. aa ae bere of oll wax sing. spun 8 
if California suffered an energy crisis, | ,. 1m fact, Aldridge ne compared to $34 per barrel 61, 
then the state would need to find 9 | “distillation on a farm could not be done; | foures from the American Petroleum 
substitute for gasoline. He bases this | i would cost too much. other | institute state, 
observation on the fact that two-thirds of When corn or sugar beets or any : 
California's needs are for | Suitable crop is distilled, about five} When oil prices fell, “almost every | te tu
med 
In transporta- | percent of the product is water, Aldridge (for alcohol fuel) went to hell, 
tion means the car , said, This is called wet alcohol, which is said. 
Worldwatch Institute said the ino tet Chae, be Se ae ee Ge Nh ree | 
a in the id ol San are SS wer Saray ee eee ae
 ae 
decade ago. Aldridge said this statistic expensive. prices made it difficult 
has not much in ten years. Naylor, owner of Areo Marine a | operators to make a profit. 
_ For in Fresno, for some local road building and erosion control) — And when the Reagan Administration | Cojtege of 
the Midwestern corn farmers and for some | company, had plans to convert all his off- }cyt subsidies for gasohol, in its rush to 
entrepreneurs in Humboldt County. the -| tad Jes to alcohol. He even built a | deregulate the energy industry; that action
 Please see GASOHOL page 
Ba ak a a ee ee eee 
  
  
   
   
"99 
(with coupon) 
limited to stock on hand 







"UMTA does not contribute to any 
system that has an urban population of 
less than 250,000,” said Roger Murphy, 
director of operations at HTA, "so we are 
not eligible. They do, however, provide 
for procurement of equipment, such as the 
buses themselves," which cost about 
$160,000 each. 
"We submitted a grant two years ago to 
purchase two buses," Murphy continued, 
“and UMTA will fund those buses for us 
on the basis of an 80-to-20 split -- they 
pay 80 percent of the cost, and we have to 
come up with the remaining 20 percent. 
"Currently, however, the fiscal 












109 “H" ST. © ARCATA, CA 95521 
Student Discounts 
Machine Shop Service 
Parts for Domestic & 4X4’s 
Specialize in Foreign Parts 
= 
»SOCC! 
aerial Doe ee eee eats 
   
  
submission by the _ administration in 
Washington ...proposes UMTA's funding 
be cut almost in half for mass transit. 
Nobody knows at this point whether that 
will get past Congress or not, but we're 
probably looking at no better than a 50-to- 
50 split (in the future)." 
The prospective cutback in UMTA 
funds would have a "severe impact," 
Murphy said, because HTA already has 
submitted grants for a total of four new 
buses, If HTA has to come up with 30 
to 40 percent of the cost, "we'd have to 
get the money ‘from somewhere else, and 
Please see BUSES next page 
   
    
    





      
 
  
    
   
   
   




Humboldt State students bought 46 
percent less tickets; C/R students buying 
tickets fell from 1,339 in 1985 to an 
incredible nine in 1986. 
According to Batini, raising fares 
"when the pumps were still low ... was a 
very foolish thing to do." Murpiry, 
however, said it was an effort by HTA to 
  
   Tw) 24 HOUR MOBILE EMERGENCY SERVICE 
BYR REZ] “Licensed * Bonded * Insured PL & PD 
® LOCKOUTS-auto, home, commercial ¢ SAFE & VAULTS opened & repaired 
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  egreement pays HTA comes from      
      
Victor M. Ferro, Timothy P. Cissna and 
Shelley J. Morrison are pleased to 




attorneys at \e¥ 
875 Cresent Way Telephone 
SUNNYBRAE, Arcata (707) 822-2971 
     
        
    
      
      
   
injury criminal Se, 
  
 
a | know,” Murphy sid. "k 
ion aaah Gesreremmmmentans” Eee 
one or two benefit ... single transit authority ranning all bus eo oom she ain't 
"Creation of (one) transit district ene se 
; 
could create a special tax district which ae ye residents. 
would then give us the ability to claim Murphy said administrative 
our own (Transportation Development | costs could be saved with one transit 
Act) funds," said Roger Murphy, district, Sharon Batini, public 
director of operations at Humboldt transportation manager for Arcata, 
Transit Authority. "All the present Coated caste SHORES BS eee 
entities would have to be supportive, area except maintenance, and she 
and it takes state legislative action. think HTA was necessarily the 
yheenaee oly 20 amy ou ie authority of choice for all bus 
the pot today ... I think Humboldt s 
' 
County can no longer afford to have "If Arcata could have their own 
bus 
Arcata have their own system, Eureka under another administration. 
have their own system, and then the (besides HTA) and retain control over 
Redwood Transit System. routes,” she said she might 
be in favor 
"T know it is very nice for Arcata to | of one transit district. "Maybe we 
r have their own bus system; they should take on (authority over) all 
control the routes, I think, though, if systems.” 
those funds are coming to Humboldt Humboldt County is not alone in 
County to be dispersed to the various its mass transit dilemma. Public 
f- oT 2 
852 W. Wabash (dust .:ff Broadway), Eureke la 
  
Datsun » Toyotas Honda « Volvo | 
Full line of parts’ rebuilt engines'arid wansmissions @® <.'      
   
  
  
    
 
  
     
 
  
reams ohio Los Angeles, 
stringed instruments 
cold «60s fepaired )=m
Mike ‘'Spumoni’ Manetas © Brooks A. Oris 
+1027 ‘‘i'' seféer areata, 95521 © 822-6264 
SPECIALS--AMPS 
POLYTONE MINI 
BRUTE Ill Bass Amp. 
$450 
FENDER “Squire 15” 
Amp. $95 
POLYTONE MINI 
BRUTE li Guitar Amp. 
$395 
PEAVEY “Musician” 
Head, foot controls 
$200 
FENDER Bassman 
with 15 in.CV speaker 
$250 
ALSO: Speakers, 




j Camera Repair 3 
Vivitar Lenses i _ A 





BY KATHY NIXON 
Many vehicle owners find the world of 
auto repair and 
the Neoaat | ghway Traffic Safety 
Admi istration 
estimates that $20 billion is wasted — 
vehicle 
owters who pay for unnecessary or poorl
y repairs. 
To protect yourself from unlawful or costly repairs
, 
tearm all you can about your car, know your l
egal 
rights and report fraudulent mechanics to the Bureau of 
Automotive Repait. ‘ on 
a fF oe 





- Humboldt State Continuing aaa a an
s an 
introduc course beginn y 
"Save 
Money by Leaning to oe Yeor Car.” The 
class will 
be taught by Charles S. Tubbs and cost $40. College
 of 
the Redwoods also offers beginning maintenance cl
asses 
at Arcata High School each semester. Registrat
ion for 
these classes is $10. 
Buy a copy of the owner's manual
 for your car. New 
editions are available at many auto parts stor
es and old 
manuals caf sometimes be found at u
sed bookstores. 
They can provide tips regarding guidelines 
for oil 
changes, lubrications and tune-up intervals and
 prevent 
more serious breakdowns. 
Find a good mechanic. Get recommendations. Fr
ank 
Jolly, HSU professor of industrial technology, sa
id the 
"best way to choose a mechanic is to ask a frien
d where 
they take their car." He said while there "aren't th
at many 
good diagnosticians” around, the best advertise
ment is a 
Chuck & Bob 
  
Find out if the shop gives a written guarantee that 
includes how long the job is covered, what is covered 
and excluded and if it is prorated (adjusted for mileage or 
time). 
Catifornia state law requires all repair shops 7 
the State Bureau of Automotive R sign which 
informs consumers of their rights and lists a toll free 
number to call for complaints. 
Compare prices. For major repairs, such = a. 
replacement , get several written estimates and avoid the 
lowest and highest quotes unless you are convinced the 
price is justified. 
State iaw requires a written estimate for both parts and 
labor be given and that the shop cannot charge for work 
not authorized. 
If the dealer does not know how much the repair will 
cost, @ written estimate for inspection and diagnosis 
should be requested. After the inspection is done, the 
dealer must tell specifically what needs to be done and 
the cost of the work. If something is to be disassembled, 
the estimate should show both tear down and reassembly 
costs. 
Never sign a blank work order. Telephone 
authorization for repairs can be given but the mechanic 
is required to make a notation indicating date, time and 
name of the person authorizing the repairs. All repair 
work must be listed on the work order. 
If you have a complaint, calmly explain to the 
manager what the problem is and how you believe it 
should be resolved. Since in many disputes neither side 
is 100 percent right, try to negotiate. 
If you are unable to resolve the dispute, call BAR 
toll free at 800-952-5210. 
A Common Ground To Dine 
CAJUN & CREOLE COOKING 
CALIFORNIA CUISINE 
Hours: 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
5:00 to 9:30 (707) 668-4223 
121 Hatchery Road 
P.O. Box 386 
Blue Lake, CA 95525 
The Jubilee Restaurant 
is proud 
to present the following musical groups 
playing at their restaurant: 
Feb. 25 ‘Latin Keys” . 
March 1 “Swing Shift” Starts at 8:30pm 
March 7 Mardi Gras Dance Costume 
Party with “No Damage” 
Music starts at 10pm 
A mentary bottle of wine with the 
pavcnabe efeme ener on Sunday even- 
with this 
The Jubliee Restaurant 
March 31,1967 
Private parties and catering available 
Te wwe lala ere 
 
   
  
MUSIC 
Concert: Andy Feinstein, noon- 1 p.m., Quad, 
8- 10'p.m.; Depot. Free. 
rane Recital, noon, Fulkerson Recital Hall. 
ree 
Jambalaya: Humboldt Blues Society 
FILM 
oat See 7:45 p.in. 
Tough Guys, 7 p.m. rip ana Ruthless Peo 
wet 8:55 p.m. 
eer ao helen South b 
Hmong and Laotian Powe, sersuenie et ohh 
film ‘Becoming American’ and a question 
onewereeesion at the end of the evening, 7 
civil rights, 7 p.m., Kate Buchanan 
Wornen sen Festal ‘All of Our 
coe oom ee 
Founders Hall 152. $2 donation. 
SPORTS 
Men’s Basketball: at UC Davis, 7:30. 
WORKSHOPS 
Career cre ent Cantar 
HE 119. 
Cueneatre and Psychological Services: og 




Jambalaya: Commotion Old Town Bar & Grill: 
To The Bone 
FILM 
Arcata: Animation Celebration, 7:45 p.m. 
Minor: Tough Guys, 7 p.m. and Ruthless Peo: 






CIA critic to visit HSU 
John Stockwell, formerly with the 
Central Intelligence Agency, will 
speak Tuesday night at 7 in the Van 
Duzer Theater. 
Stockwell’s lecture, titled ‘The 
Sécret Wars of the CIA,’ is a story 
of how the CIA actually seeks to in- 
crease global tension by supporting 
military dictatorships and ‘picking 
fights’ in the Third World. He tells 
of his own career and his eventual 
decision to become the CIA’s most 
severe e critic. .        
: : ; "3 4 
4 : pe a i A Ta 
  
Joseph. Carroll, 
PhD; 4:05 p.m., _pre-colloquium tea, 3:40 p.m., 
_ L 56. Free. 
Founders Hall 152. $2 donation. 
Live Stand-Up Comedy, 6:30 pm. Eagle 
House Theater; 2nd and © streets, Eureka. 
$7.50 genetal, $4 students. For more informa- 
tion call 442-2334. 
The ee Technical Ad- 
visory mee’ today 
vsory omit wi Numoone bey Harker 
Commission, Woodley Island Marina and State 
Hwy 255, Eureka. For moré ififormation call 
576-2275. 




Men's Basketball; NCAC Tournament. Loca- 
posing, 7 p.m versity C 
For more information call 826-3367. 
C and Psychological Servic: Asser: 
tive 10.400 meneon, Pai 
ing Anx passant. 12:30 2 & i 
oi a th an 10 -noon, Chronic tt- r i .m. 
inees | 34:30. Time hisnsgemen, 
| 3-4:30 p.m. 
27: FRIDAY 
Concert: Kronos Quartet, ‘A tribute to 
Thelonious Monk and Bill Evans,’ 6 p.m., Fulker- 
son Recital Hall. $9-8 general, $8-7 students 
and senjors. 
Bergies: Stormy Dorothy and the Hurricanes 
Jambalaya; Commotion Youngbergs: Mark 
Condran Quartet Old Town Bar & Grill: To The 
 
FILM 
or Animation Celebration, 7:45 p.m 
Tough Guys, 7 p.m. and Ruthless Peo- 
ee 8:65 p.m. 
EVENTS 
Workshop: Kronos Quartet, ‘Jazz for string 
players, 10-11 am., Fulkerson Recital Hall 
Free 
‘Play: eae, 2: 15 p.m., Gist Theater $4 
Poy ily shop Goes to War 3p.m., Studio 
general, $3 students. 
Play: Caucasian Chalk Circle, 8:15 p.m.. Van 
Ouzer Theater. $4 genera, $3 students. ° 
Child Abuse Prevention Seminar, featuring 
local experts, 7-10 p.m., tonight, 8:30 a.m. to 4 
p.m:, Saturday. $5 or $36 for one unit of credit. 
For information and pre-registration, call the 
Dept. 6f Home Economics at 826-3471. 
Center Activities: Mt. Shasta Snow 
through Sunday. 
SPORTS 
Men’s Basketball: NCAC Tournament. Loca. 
tion to be announced. 
WORKSHOPS 
fopomon 23000 
to Person 1, 2-3:30 p.m. 
Career Development y nausetion 
— Cooperative Education, 
ships and 
noon, NHE 119. Peace 
Women's Film. Festival: ‘ 
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Concert: D.L. Menard and Louisiana Aces, : vs. UC Santi mn. 
p.m., Kate Buchanan Buch Room. $8 general, ‘$6 . i 
students and ' : 
     
    
     
      
Jarbeiea. Commotion Youngberg, Tony 
FILM 
Arcata: Animation Celebration 7:46 p.m. : 
Minor Tough Guys. 7 p.m. and Ruthless Peo- goon 
ple, 8:55pm. . n, 8:40'p.m 
EVENTS SPORTS | 
Master Class: Pianist Victoria Neve, 3 p.m.. ee oe 
Fulkerson Recital Hall. Free. Center Activities: Bp = Pool 
Play. Strider, 2.15 p.m., Giet Theater. $4 Fest ’87, plenty of , 9am. $3. For more 
general, $3 students, 
Penerateing, Sete for Community Cor- 
. a training. support ac- 
cess service for disabled adul pm Red 
way Elementary School: $26 ech. For more in- 
lori OO Cee 
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  McKinleyville to billion in alcohol. ‘ | The; Brazil jenn tuesteem, | cain mee ca 
the major oil refineries to the 
octane level of mediocre gasolines are 
suspected carcinogens. He said the Air 
Resources Board of California is now 
reviewing those chemicals to see if 
they are completely broken down prior 
to emmision. 
Aldridge said ethanol, when added 
to gasoline, boosts the octane level   but does not pollute. He said Beacon 
a greater degree than they are now; if not,| the: 
natural sugar in the carte makes it ideal / Oil of Hanford, Calif., is the only oil 
for distillation. . | company in America to use ethanol to 
Aldridge said in the United States | enhance the octane rating of gasoline. 
there are a few crops that could equal | Beacon does not call this mixture 
sugar cane in alcohol productivity. He | gasohol; it calls it premium-unleaded. 
said both sugar beets and Jerusalem Reg eid ge moreso, 
are easy to grow and rich in think it —_ engines, 
the sugar necessary for good alcohol. |. Aldridge said. Hé said this is not the 
California s also grape country, acrop | case. Gasohol .does not corrode 
used to make alcohol for millennium. engines, and in fact, engines do not 
Aldridge believes there is another | need to be altered at all to run on a 
very important reason to consider mixture of 20 percent alcohol and 80 
alcohol as an alternative to gasoline: percent gasoline. 
for an automotive fuel. Distilling alcohol from plants is 
He said the chemicals (benzine, | One of mait's oldest technologies; this 
xylene, toluene) now used by most of | amcient technology has the potential to 
help modern America with its energy 
problems. And in Humboldt County, 
where oil wells off the coast are a real 
possibility, and gas prices are 20 cents 
a gallon higher than they are in urban 







   
  
 
By Linda M. Hehinan 
ot Werte this: ae walk 
Car vee avast ah 
wortien sit chatting 
oy att pay i 
: a + 
the wall atid ae } over 5; 
is a ceramic adores in camou 
fatigues with the handles of two Uzi 
machine guns protruding from its head 
in the shape of a Y. 
This is ‘‘Big Oozy fe oie i. an 
Costa’s means of “on anaes 
Costa’s works, on display at re 
well’s through March 28, consist of 
elaborate masks made frotti a variety 
of materials. 5; 
But tmost of Costa’s masks are 
meant more as a medium for his views 
than for wearing. 
Art Costa m eee these 
wearable sculptures out 
of elastic resin fabric. 
Masks like “The Last 
Unicorn” (far right) and 
the “Ram Mask” are on 
display at Maxwell’s 
restaurant in Eureka. 
Photos by: 
Katie Whiteside 





face with plastic eatit ut 
truding from it; 
Utiicorn,”’ a powerful imag 
like face adorned in black 
spikes. Continued on next page 
: a ‘ res - 
" F v PY a : & : af ae a oe oe ie a a a 
Saturdays jump to irish 
y Rachel S. Stepner 
ay writer 
Erin go bragh! 
The Primal Drones Society may 
not sound like an Irish musical 
group, but don’t let the name fool 
you. 
Matk Fasi, Dave Isely, Randle 
Lundberg, Alan Morden, Michael 
Pearce and Charlie Rudd make up 
the society, which has been playing 
Irish music Saturdays at Cafe 
Mokka and Finnish Country Sauna 
and Tubs since 1984. 
‘‘The group evolved out of ses- 
‘ 
‘ ee a eaalllieememeatal 
sions we would have in people’s liv- 
ing rooms,”’ Rudd said. 
The cafe is owried by Stan and . 
Barbara Henerson. 
‘‘They’ve had this place since 
1982. They built it as a replica of 
places usually found in Europe and 
thought it would be a neat idea to 
have music in here,’’ Rudd said. 
The Primal Drones definitely add 
an authentic touch to the cafe’s at- 
mosphere when the 7 play, but they 
aren’t the center attention. The 
group sits informally in one corner 
of the room and plays tunes at oo 
leisure while 
to and from t ie 
tubs, drink coffee, 
play chess, read Euro- 
pean magazines and 
converse. 
**It’s nice to have an 
audience without being 
on a stage,”’ Lone 
sa « 
Wr ty s The society uses a 
veya 
Bi i 
in its musical sessions 
and most members 
guite a few of 
’ variety of instruments . 
them. The concertina 
dion), violin, tina (a smal 
drum, ciltern, § 
and evefi spoons” aré layed 
throughout the evening. 
Rudd switches from the concer- 
tina to the penny whistle and back 
almost without looking. Isely plays 
the mandolin with such intensity he 
was not at all distracted when a dog 
wandered in to the cafe and nosed 
up to him in the middle of a turie. 
oe Soe se every Satur ght session. 
berg said the roup’s attendance is 
‘really spor 
“Pm us ually here every week. 
The amount of players: vadlie from 
week to week — sometimes two or 
three, sometimes a half dozen. 
Sometimes someone from out of. . 
town will visit and play tunes with 
us,’’ Lundberg said. 
Local residents also take part in 
the sessions. Eileen Sterns walked 
in, accompanied the society on her 
accordion and then left just as 
casually as she came in. 
“*} just. drop by for a couple of 
ong: 9 © we aye said. 
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’ ne more 
‘singing. vc ‘the Ca- 
same sim- 
country qua ties as Hank 
Menard himself likens his music to 
Williams’. ‘‘He was my idol,”” Menard 
said in a telephone interview from 
Erath, Louisiana. ‘His singing went 
along with Cajun music. It was simple 
and “—— : ene and , 
done it (Han lliams songs). Every 
time Hank would come out with a 
   
» I’m one of the first ones that 
wouk sing it.” 
Menard iat that n es 
are appreciative o 
Witlams tune, He hem son he one > 
Fg pn thege oe 
Department. Feeling that au- 
would understand English lyrics 
wih enh oh Wane on a song 
called ‘Mansion on m,’” 
Menard . “When I got off the 
    
    
is " er: — ° os fa “ 
’ 
. 
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a Doors open * 8:00 p.m. 
ak, Wednesday, Feb. 25, 1987 
i marten 
wi fae wi cole t e p fora 
jieoin tore the 
Hank Williams’ 
back and sing another. You 
would believe the reaction I had on 
i are only a 
apareant *s repert whe 
His. voice ‘and the a mui are strong 
reminders of Williams 
SNe 
music is music,”’ 
pla ia : t as a can’ n 
the S part of the y — Ca- 
= wae is for in’ pur- 





David Feldman Tickets: 
$6 general 
Mike "Boats" Johnson Students 
One of America's Top Political H $4 w/I.D. 
  
yg RR le 
pis Snepceee ne 
one apart to see how it worked and developed the 
of Live Stand Up Comedy 
Thursday Feb. 26 




fashioned two-steps, jigs and reels. The 
fiddle and Cajun accordion provide a 
and Bas for suppor. bus piuiten 
Sabaren uk coe he resultant 
res up visions of hoedowns 
Se iveas ate t $s songs 
said 
oa oti fi 





   
   
    
discussing music at all,’’ he said. We 
      
to 
   
    
  
     
       
 
      
were talking along and I stopped m 
wife from taking and asked fer a few 
omnes Then we went oo eS 
ry = while and I stopped sak 
a few more questions; and she 
ened at me and ‘What are 9 
doing, writing a song?’ and | said, ‘No 
des 9 wrote Pa, lish , 
**T never sit down t purpose 0 
writing one particular song,’’ he said. 
“if ie was to do that, I’d never be able 
to finish it. It just comes to me.”’ 
Menard’s backup, the Louisiana 
» are considered the ng n their 
; he said. Ray Lav ays ac- 
cordion for the group. “He's played 
with a bunch of people,’’ Menard said. 
‘*He’s played with all the best, and he 
plays the drums just as well as the ac- 
cordion.’’ 
Ken Smith plays fiddle for the Loui- 
siana Aces and has won several 
awards, according to Menard. ‘‘Three 
times he won the state championship 
and he’s come in second in the na- 
tionals and second in the world com- 
tition when he was 14. He’s 26 now. 
e’s a very fine fiddle player,’’ 
Menard said. 
Menard feels that interest in Cajun 
music has increased. ‘‘Emmylou 
ris recorded one Cajun song recently,’’ 
he said. ‘‘Cajun music is becoming 
more and more popular. Thank God it 
is, because it gives us a chance to go 
visit different parts of the country and 
make a whole bunch of friends.”’ 
Tickets for Saturday’s show are $6 
students, $8 general, and can be pur- 
niversity Ticket Center. chased at the 
   iereas, 822-8712 
 
     
  
    
      
    
 
   
 
  
      
 
danas Pack 20 . | 
‘The win put the $-0 Stugs in a first- 
place tie with UC se in the 
Coast Rugby Foot! Union. | 
© qualified them, coach Chris 
compass 2 teams in the 
western United States. 
THe 3-2 Gaels led off the scoring 
with four points, but wing John 
Russell tied it up with a try for the 
Slugs. St. Mary’s again went ahead by 
fouir before HSU tied it with a try by 
fullback Steve Gaddis. 
Humboldt hosts UC Santa Cruz 
Saturday at 11 a.m. 
Sports _ 
Lock Pete Hersckorn (center) la 
loss to the Gaels Saturday. 
Klaman, Whitmore propel ‘Jacks to playoffs. 
By Kent Harris 
News editor 
It’s playoff time for the HSU men’s basketball 
team. 
The Lumberjacks defeated Stanislaus State 78-65 
Friday night to capture third place in the Northern 
California Athletic Conference, and qualify for the 
four-team post-season tournament. 
Guatds Lloyd Klaman and Ed Whitmore return- 
ed to action and sparked the ’Jacks to victory. 
Klaman, HSU’s fiery senior point guard, had miss- 
ed two games with pneumonia, while Whitmore was 
sidelined with the chicken pox. 
Saturday night, HSU — playing without starting 
forward Sandy Johnson — fell to UC Davis 91-87. 
The ’Jacks open tournament play tonight against 
UC Davis, taking on the host Aggies at 7:30. 
In other action tonight, first-seed Sonoma State 
hosts Hayward. Sonoma tied with Stanislaus for the 
conference title with a 9-3 record. Davis was a game 
back at 8-4, while Humboldt and Hayward each 
finished at 5-7. 
Friday’s victory over Stanislaus was the fourth 
consecutive time over two seasons HSU has 
defeated the Warriors. In that game, the ’Jacks 
took an early lead and held it throughout the con- 
test. 
‘‘Hallelujah,’’ said HSU coach Tom Wood, 
whose squad still had trouble with its free throws. 
‘‘We missed a couple just to keep us on our toes.’’ 
Johnson is expected to return to action tonight 
against the Aggies, who have defeated HSU both 
times the team played this year. Davis won an 82-66 
game at Davis earlier in the year. 
Johnson, HSU’s leading rebounder, partially 
tore a ligament against Stanislaus. Without the 6-4 
Johnson, the ’Jacks will face an évén greater height 
deficit against the Aggies, who boast a frontline of 
twin 6-foot-8 players. MSU’s tallest startér, forward 
Ron Connors, is 6-5. 
Davis was third with a week to play in the NCAC 
in offense, scoring 73.9 a game, and was 
fourth in defense, allowing 72.7 
The Lumberjacks were sixth in offense at 68 
points a game, while allowing 69.8, good for third. 
Davis’ Jason Rabedeaux and Pete Buchwald are 
fourth and fifth in the NCAC with 16.1 and 15.3 
points a , fespectively. Randy 
follows with 12.9 per contest. 
Humboldt’s Ron Connors is seventh in the 
NCAC at 14.7. 
Sidelines ok 
Women finish 0-12 in NCAC 
The HSU women’s basketball team ended a 
long, hard season with losses to Cal State 
Stanislaus Friday and UC Davis Saturday. 
The 60-53 defeat to Stanislaus and the 75-60 
loss to Davis left the ‘Jacks with an 0-12 record 
in the Northern California Athletic Conference. 
HSU was 4-23 overall for the 1986-87 season, its 
last win coming Feb. 16 against St. Mary’s of 
Moraga. 
‘*I told the girls they couldn’t be upset with the 
outcome of the season because they all tried; they 
all gave 110 percent,’’ coach Chris Conway said 
after the Davis game. 
Stanislaus and HSU were within six points of 
each other throughout the first half, but dry 
spells in the ’Jack’s shooting paved the way for 
the Warriors. Allison Solis dominated the game 
for the winners with 17 points and three 3-point 
baskets.   
‘‘We play better when we play aggressive 
teams,’’ Conway said. ‘‘We’ve been hammered 
= all year and for the first time, we beat up on 
them.”’ 
HSU wrestlers make NCAAs 
Three HSU grapplers earned trips to the 
NCAA Division If National Championships by 
virtue of their performances in Saturday’s 
Western Regionals at the University of Califor- 
nia Davis. 
Robert Watkins defeated Cal State 
Bakersfield’s Mike Montoya 18-6 in the 
167-pound division t6 advance to the National 
Championships at South University of Edward- 
sville in [Hinois March 6-7. 
Don Wolf (190) pirined Joe Rils of Chico 
State, but was pinnéd by Portland State’s Dean 
Wigel. Wolf, who,injured a knee in practice last 
week, placed thifd to earn the berth. 
  
   
   
   
  
   
   
   
   
   
    
    
    
  
Bill Defenbuch (134) earned a wild card berth 
to the Nationals, placing fourth with a 4-2 vic- 
tory over Albert Valle of UC Davis. 
Hogs fall to Cal Poly, 16-3 
A 16-3 loss Saturday to Cab Poly-San Luis 
Obispo dropped the Humboldt lac! team’s 
record to 2-2, but the Hogs can ha 
berth by beating host UC Davis March 7 
Player-coach J Taylor said the must 
win at least one of their three remaining Nor- 
thern California Division 2 contests to make the 
playoffs. HSU also travels to the University of 
Santa Clara March 8. 
Against Cal Poly, the Hogs were limited to 
goals by John Mahoney, Dan Boyd and Taylor, 
while goalie John Ha contibuted 20 saves. 
“Cal Poly just played a better game than we 
did,’’ Taylor said. ‘‘It would have been nice to 
win this one, but we didn’t play very well.” 
—=
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Stanislaus > 8 7S 18 7 .720 
Sonoma 9 3 a 17 10 .630 
UC Davis 8 4 667 12 15 w 
Humboldt $5 7? A 4691 «5 
Hayward 5 7 417 9 18 333 
San Francisco 3 9 .250 7 19 .269 
Chico 3 9 .250 10 17 .370 
Sonoma 77, San Francisco 76 Hayward 68, San Francisco 65 
Chico 81, UC Davis 72 UC Davis 91, Humboidt67 
   
Stanislaus 62, Chico 60 
         
 
      
   
    
          
    
      
       
      
  
       
   
o> ’ 1. 
' _o 2. Yakima 
' all 5-4 3. Top Run & Gun 
. North Coast Lakers 20 | —s 
 Vill-A-Nova 1-1 8. Kowabunga 
1 4 .769  - Sunshine 1-1 5 aie 
Stanislaus 8 4 667 109 7 «O78 " The Team 1-4 8 free B's 
UC Davis 8 4  .667 18 11 877 . Outlaws : 1-1 re eam Shmidt 
SanFrancisco 7 5 _ .583 11 15 .423 . Which Way’s Up? 0-1 + a 
Hayward 6 6 .500 10 17  .370 10. Deep Throaters 0-2 iw 
Sonoma 2 10 .167 7 20 .259 11. Hoopsters 0-2 ‘5 iw : 
Humboldt 0 12 .000 4 23 .148 12. oon oe + Fedde kes a. z 
Friday, Feb. 20 Saturday, Feb. 21 = team ; aculty/Staff All-Stars 
Stanislaus 60, Humboldt 53 UC Davis 75, Humboldt vais 
Chico 78, UC Davis 52 Chico 73, Stanislaus 55 SOCCER 1” wee hg a 
San Francisco 79, Sonoma 58 Hayward 78, San Francisco 55 + eee a 2 § T oi 
2. aaa te 2 3. Holly Yashi 1-1) 
3 ar vers 19 4° Tomados 1 
05. Dirty Dozen + One 1-1 
4. Come From Behind %-% 6. Fatties 1-4 y, 
5. Dreseve %-% 7. Spaskicks 11 
> com eae ts 0-1 8. Kick'’em Where it ~ 
7. bows FC 0-1 Counts 1-1 _ 
8. FC Pauiner 0-19. Rugby Sluts 0-2 
10. Alder Lazerforce 0-2 Pa 
SOCCER FLAG FOOTBALL fi 
Sat. Open “AA” 
. FALAT.A, . California Dreamers 1-0 
. Buck Duck a Fish . Brewers 1-0 
. Sex Starved Swingers . Greyhounds 1-0 
: Thrusters . Metal Monsters |! Bi 
0-1 
“ons The Sidelines Sports Bar 
Open DailyM—F 2p.m.— 2 a.m. 





    
   
   
 
this seminar all wherested competitors will find out about 
diet and expected poses. 
DON’T MISS OUT Sunday March 1st as Center Activites 
- presents “Speedo America's Pool Fest ‘87". All sorts of 
events, all sorts of prizes! Only $3 per person to enter. 
Just show up a little before 9:00 a.m. this Sunday ready 
for a wet and wild time! Call 826-3357 for more informa- 
tion. 
' Congratulations to Serge Chabie, thie week's “Budweiser 
intramural Sportsperson of the Week”. Serge was in- 
strumental in undefeated begginings for both Buck Duck a 
Fish and French Kiss, as well as helping out to cover an of- 
ficiating shortage. Thanx Serge! 
This Ad Sponsored By 
North Coast Mercantile , 
   




$1 a bottle 
*) “Ouzo” 
§ $1.25 a shot 
   
  
       
     
         
 
Giveaways! 
Soccer balls and key rings! 
7—Midnight   
_ 
oe 
gustttas teunen, Genetes : eticists 
neéd merely mutate a few 
lizards into dinosaurs and 
breed them into existence by 
the millions. Then physicists 
need to develop ways to speed 
up the million-year process of 
tu them into petroleum. 
It’s time we face facts and 
park our cars. 
The increased use of 
automobiles — which sym- 
bolizes our free-wheeling spirit 
— is a guaranteed route to 
disaster. Increased dependence 
upon foreign oil sources in- 
creases tension in a volatile 
Middle East. Dependence upon 
fossil fuels increases pollution, 
raises prices and insures we will 
again face lines at gas stations. 
Government funding for 
alternative energy sources — 
including mass transit systems 
— is being slashed. Federal fuel 
standards for new cars are be- 
ing lowered. Speed limits are 
being raised. At our current 
rates of increased use, optimists 
conclude we’ll run out of gas in 
the next 50 years. 
ment of Ener ) 
siphoned off into nuclear 
weapons research. 
Locally, reliance on cars is 
also growing. While gas prices , 
remain temporarily low and 
bus services remain infrequent 
and inconvenient, this trend 
will continue. 
With the scarcity of far- 
sighted leadership at other 
levels, it’s up to local leaders to | 
find answers. The sufvival of | 
the Humboldt Transportation 
Authority’s bus system is a 
good place to start. City and 
county officials must demand 
service that meets the needs of 
riders and potential riders. Stu- 
dent leaders should provide in- 
centives to encourage greater 
student participation. 
Resourceful students and 
citizens must learn to leave the 
driving to others — or get their 
lizards mutating faster than we 
can say ‘‘Fill ’er up.’’ 
lllegalities: what’s at stake 
Student government could 
eliminate its elections ang 
would be no court to s 
That’s because the § 
Judiciary, the very co 
protects our rights, is | 
The Associated Stuc 
Constitution states the jue 
_@ What’s wrong with the fact 
hat Carbaugh has gloated 
wtely about her hand-picked 
me Ging favorable to 
must be appointed by a specific “ 
deadline and a constitutional 
test must be administered by a 
faculty adviser to prospective 
judiciary members before they 
can be seated. Both laws have 
been broken. 
What’s the big deal about 
violating the constitution? A.S. 
President Terri Carbaugh and 
Vice President Al Elpusan 
think it’s much ado aout 
nothing. 
For that matter: 
ally unusable? 
ng precedents 
overlooked and ignored. 
ng is wrong’ with any of 
f you are Elpusan or 
. Perhaps that’s why 
could propose the 
ning of constitutional 
A tions that mandate how 
udicial appointments should be 
ade. 
Given all this, students 
would be wise to take steps to 
ensure future governments — 
and the executives misleading 
them — will not be able to 
manipulate the students’ last 
defense against corruption — 





The free ommetel oan ae to 
be encouraged at HSU, and the at- 
mosphere was a of 
tolerance, not repression. These 
ideals should be. particularly 
manifest in student government. 
This year student’s 
|} ing threatened not by outside in- 
— but by student government 
itself. 
The proposed mer of the 
Associated Student ernment 
and the University Center provided 
an excuse to abolish the present 
tights are be- 
Guest Opinion 
A.S. Constitution. The merger has 
been temporarily halted, but efforts 
to push through a new constitution 
have not. ba 
As proposed, the new const 
tion would allow the SLC to over- 
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Realist in a real land 
In most HSU the 
students’ ages from 18 to the 
early 30s, at least. are 
veterans, parents, voters, en- 
, artists, workers and trepreneurs 
shirkers. Yet more than one pro- 
fessor has mid-lecture in- 
to a routine that rankles with its 
 
inimum wage for on- 
eeuc board took this anti- 
democratic attitude a step further 
by trying to eliminate the student 
vote entirely. They passed a $35 
fee increase by authoritarian 
    
sieeeatnmetiatienidesmnaesiinenecmmeiset 
    
    
    
Patera. 
te ene s fallacy has 
ts and a 
eet lure the chide of 
hy, white fainilies 
because administrators assume 
they’ll be more conservative and 
rr However, most students 
not s d and recognize a con 
when they see one. 
That’s why student petitioners 
were successful in their drive to 
put the UC fee increase to a stu- 
dent vote. This time, students can 
blow a raspberry at those who 
deny democracy. 
Before the next HSU employee 
promotes a self-im fantasy 
about the real world, he or she 
would be wise to to the real 
wishes of real people — students. 
King spoils, Don due 
Bestowed with a new Vice Presi- 
dent position and token raise, Don 
Christensen earned it by upping 
donations to HSU from $100,000 
in 1981 to $2 million last year. 
Wrath towards Christensen from 
a faculty facing cuts is misplaced. 
‘[nstead, they should buy a stop- 
watch for President McCrone. His 
bad timing soured this well- 
deserved honor. 
McCrone rules with a British 
monarchal style, forgetting that 
HSU is full of overtaxed, under- 
compensated people with brains 




It has been said t is power in 
naming. To be this 
oe e is frustrating to say 
. Such was m experience 
upon discovering the i 
had chosen for my last column, 
‘‘A Classroom of One’s Own,’ 
had been ch to ‘Racisin vs. 
Sexisin.”’ to say, it was 
in stark contradiction to the point 
of my article. Space allowances 
and overworked editors certainly 
constitute a reasonable excuse but, 
after all, it was my face and name 
associated with those words. I felt 
resented. 
Along those lines, there has been 
considerable discussion lately 
about women being misrepresented 
by the pronoun ‘‘he.’’ There seems 
to be two schools of thought on 
this subject. One claims that the 
use of ‘‘he’’ or ‘‘him’’ is 
genderless, traditional and 
therefore acceptable. But there is 
an increasing awareness that ‘‘he’’ 
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(to even the score), 
hough oe t nel Forpettitg t t a text, 
good grammar while using only 
plural pronouns like ‘‘they”’ and 
dame 0 cise cena ee ys : 
resistant to ge who will con- 
tinue to use “he.” But surely there 
can’t be man of ele Oe 
gressive California university li 
ours. 
In that spirit, | would like to ~ 
challenge my sister and fellow 
students to develop aesthetic and 
androgynous replacements for the 
= out antes and ahs In fur- 
ther support of progress, let’s 
change all those ‘‘man’’ words (in- 
cluding the suffix ‘‘-man’’) as well. 
With a little diligence, we could 
easily become the prototype of a 
non-sexist university — one in 
which the women are women, the 
men are men, and the androgynous 
are somewhere in the middle. 
Re-entry student Deborah 
Lielasus has won national awards 




What’s going on? The school 
seems bent on putting down 
University Center Board Chairman 
Mark Murray, Associated Students 
President Terri Carbaugh and Presi- 
same time. 
newspa 
dent Ronald Reagan at t 





the redwoods go, you 
Southern California. 
They want to make this Los Angeles 
North, complete with military bases in 
our nuke-free city, oil wells to our 
ing and as where 
forests were. If I wanted money 
beaches and 
managers, I’d hire accountants. 
And what about the rest of the UC 
Board? I’m told Mr. Murray didn’t 
even vote on the fee increase, but it 
passed with only A.S. President Terri 
Carbaugh against it. Why don’t you 
Pick on them? Congress just got a huge 
raise while most of the country has 
their wages frozen. Why don’t you seivese 
  
know some of us don’t 
believe all the ills in the world started 
with them? Didn’t the SLC do 
anything wrong? As far as I see, our 
ent just our 
fees, takes trips to talk about what 
work they didn’t do this week, and 
can’t seem to have the backbone to 
take a moral stand on anything that 
somebody somewhere some 
money. I just heard that last week they 
a bill in favor of saving 
old-growth redwoods because poor old 
loggers would be out of work. When 
can kiss the 
North Coast good-bye, but these kids 




leadership for students at HSU — 
there’s just a bunch of rich kids who 
think education should be for rich, 
spoiled brats only. They haven’t said 
anything about work study bein 
eliminated from this year’s propos 
federal budget. That’s okay, their dad- 
dies will pay their bills. 
Before 
others. 







four principle issues: 
1. We support the right of o 
self- 
to return to their 
homeland, and to éstablish an indepen- 
dent state. We recognize the Palestine 
Liberation Organization as their sole 
Palestinian people to 
determination, 
legitimate representative. 
2. We oppo: 
the Middle East. In particular, we op- 
pose the massive build up of U.S. 
military force in the region and its use 
in supressing the right of peoples of the 
region to determine their own destinies 
and take control. over their natural 
resources. 
3. We ope 
    
Lumberjack puts this al 
on the top people, it should look at the 
1 of them should be recalled. 
The fact that students there let this 
happen shows that their brains were 
recalled a long time ago — how’d they 
ever the tests necessary to enter 
HSU? Wake up, people — the ad- 
ministrators and people of the city are 
anizing a chapter of our 
U. The November 29th 
Committee for Palestine unites around 
se U.S. intervention in 
gre) ants, Li 2. 8-10 dull up is 
military; expand its territory through These principles of unity were 
war; build settlements in the Golan adopted in our national convention, 
Heights, West Bank and Gaza Strip; Aug. 17, 1985. 
take land from Palestinians in the sea 
of Galilee and other areas; and build its 
armaments industry, which exports 
heavily in South Africa, Central 
America and throughout Asia, Africa 
and Latin America. 
4. We op 
Palestine. 
se all forms of racial and 
religious discrimination. Our special 
role is to highlight discrimination in- 
herent in Zionism and an exclusivist 
Jewish state. For example, we oppose 
the law of return by which Jewish 
citizens of any other country can 
automatically attain Israeli citizenship, 
while Palestinians cannot return to 
Joseph Stockett 
Arcata 
   
  




Letters to The Lumberjack should be typed or handwritten 
clearly, double-spaced and no more than 350 words. 
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attending this weekend workshop at Har- 
bin Hot Springs, April 3-5, 1987. Work- 
shop fee $150 (includes meals, sleep- 
space, and hot mineral baths). 





AIRLINE JOBS —$17,747 to $63,459/ Bivd., or Old Arcata Road: 622-9592 . 
year. Now hiring! Call Job Line 1-518-459- 2/25 
3535, EXT. A 2900A for into. 24hrs. 3/4 
College students — Earn $6-$10 per hour Stram-Wait a minute, | thought Saturday 
working part-time on campus. For more was salmon, not lamp 2/2 






idence, 247 Huntoon St., Eureka 
3 g : : 
hiring, Kitchen help, deck 
, maids, gift shop sales, 
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Jon, Josh, April, Joey, Janet, Adrien and 
“The Mad Hawaiians”: a note to say: 
“| miss youl”. Love, Robyn. 2/25 OPEN EVERY DAY 
jabbit with Hawaii plates. Where are you? ‘“ . 
Missing the view- M.S. 2/25 ‘Share One With A Friend 
Mang the bst-Could you please use that a PARKING AVAILABLE 
bat radar of yours and find who ‘Jane 
Doe, House 55’ is? “Doesn't sound like a 622-7407 
real person to me,” said Bagheera...the $906 
panther is truly wise... Mowgli 2/25 At ‘totam ae 
LOST: Black HIND bicycle jersey on free- 
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  Food For Here Or To Go 
¢ Sierra Nevada On Tap 
¢ Meat Or Vegetarian | 
¢ Weekly Specials 
854 9th St., Arcata * 822-3441. 
_(under the blue awning between G & H St.) 
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61 and associate play 
entries ared to the top figure in 
the last 18 years to 37. The region 
includes Northern Califomia, Hawaii, 
Northern Nevada and Guam. 
The regi winners move on to 
the festival held at the 
Kennedy Center for the Performing 
Arts in Washington, D.C. 
“We're going to show them what | 
Humboldt County is about,” said Ivan 
Hess, HSU theater arts professor and 
director of this region’s festival. 
the festival raises the 
profile of HSU and the community to 
a regional and national level,” he said. 
“In local terms, tourism and the 
economy in the community will feel 
the effects of about 500 to 800 
visitors. On an academic level, as far 
as student recruitment is concemed, it 
could be very beneficial.” 
the playwriting award on 
the regional level three times in the last 
five years has encouraged HSU to 
promote new * material in 
the local theater arts department's main 
bill shows. 
One such play, “Conversations of 
My Mothers” by Micki Goldthorpe, 
HSU student, will be among 
the ACTF nominations f r best 
original script. 
5 * P 7 a 
is ‘ cs # a. iy ‘1 
y x . 
ety : Sis 
By 
| Sts plage wit ) 
 
gece. 
on Feb. 26 in the Gist Hall Theater. 
Jacqueline Hayes is the director and 
the set was designed by Greg Neff. 
“Of Mice and Men” by John 
Steinbeck will be performed at 8:15 
p.m. on Feb. 26 in the John Van 
Duzer Theater by students from Yuba 
Community College, Marysville, 
Calif. David Wheeler is the director, 
Richard Ptacek designer. 
“Top Girls” by Caryl Churchhill 
will be performed by students from 
Chico State University 
Theater at 2:15 p.m. 
done by the New York 
ire Festival and produced by 
at 
8:15 p.m. on Feb. 27 in the John Van 
Duzer Theater by students from Cal 
State Hayward. The play centers on 
fy tm pc Ar 
province of Grusi ia, USSR, 1 
years ago. de la Cruz is the 
director, Dan designer 
“Strider” a play with music 
performed 
State University at 2:30 p.m. on Feb. 
28 in the Gist Hall Theater. Beth 
Craven is the director, Peter Maslan 
the designer. 
“Jesus Christ Superstar” will be 
performed at 8:15 p.m. on Feb 28 in 
~ the John Van Duzer Theater by 
_ Students from the University of 
Hawaii with directing by Jackie 
Johnson-Debus and set design by 
‘“Jesus Christ Superstar” will be 
signed for the hearing impaired. 
anil 
Bishop Goce te Wate’ by John Grey 
of Hardnell will be held in the 
Studio Theater at 3 p.m. on Feb. 27. 
‘In addition to the plays, a number 
of social events for students and 
faculty have been planned. The events 
- finclude a dance, a picnic and an 
awards breakfast. 
“Humboldt State is extremely 
unique,” Hess said. “ACTF will give 
it the ability to cross the lines with 
other departments, as a conference, a 
forum, to test the university to form a 
synergistic relationship with the other 
departments.” 
in the Gist Hall 









Seatoes Design Dhagiins Karshner Lounge 
Appia Exhibit Library Lobby 
Meeting with Irene Ryan Candidates/ 
Alan Stambusky, coord., UC Davis JVD Theater 
prec tecephinescey Om Sarre that 
ee Theater & 
| TAs 
Irene Ryan Pizza Splash Ramada inn, 
Compliments of the Festival Giuntoli Lane 
e11am. Wake-up station JVD Lobby 
8am.-5 p.m. Registration JVD Lobby 
. SamtSpm Student Design Displays Karshner Lounge 
Adolphe Appia Exhibit Library Lobby 
8am.-2pm. Load-in Conversations of My Gist Theater 
Mothers ’ 
8:30-10:30 a.m. Workshop: “Acting As Gesture,”  GH2 
P. Hellyer and L. LeBarron, HSU 
8:30-10:30 a.m. Workshop: “Prosthetics for Film &- TA109 
Theater,” Jean Young, HSU 
8:30-10:30 a.m. National Critics Institute Judith GistHall 
Green, Theater Critic, San Jose Conference Rim. 
Mercury News 
8:30-10:30 a.m. Workshop: “Directorial Approach to Musie 131 
New Scripts,” L. Williams, HSU, 
T. Dunn, New Dramatists Donna 
Breed, CSU Chico, J. Pauley, HSU. 
10:30 a.m.-2:30p.m. Load-in Of Mice and Men JVD Theater 
11 am-1 p.m. Workshop: “Actor As Presenter,” GH2 
M. Fields, Dell’ Arte Players Co. j 
11 am-1 pm. Workshop: “Photography forthe  TA110 
Theater,” Mark Hopkins, HSU 
i am-1 pm. New Scripts Workshop: Rehearsal TA11 
Session 
2:15-4:30 p.m. Production: Conversations of My —_ Gist Theater 
Mothers, HSU (original)(Response 
immediately following) . 
35 p.m. Student Film Festival TAII7 
§:30-7:30 p.m. Production: Conversations of My _—_ Gist Theater 
Mothers, HSU (original) 
8:15-10:30 p.m. Production: Of Mice and Men, Yuba JVD Theater 
Community College (Response 
immediately following) .   
  
  
      
      
 
      









ofTheLumberjack = «= — 
Five women, or is it one woman 
and five different aspects of her, are 
being shown in an HSU | 
theater arts student’s play, °° 
~ Preview  of an o 
rot nt a 
2:15 p.m. in the Gist Hall 
“Conversations of My Mothets.” The _ 
play will show at 2:15 p.m. in the Gist 
Theater tomorrow. 
. _ The entire play is done by 
students, from the script to the | 
costume design: The play was written 
by Micki Goldthorpe and di ected by 
Jacqueline Hayes, both graduate 
students at HSU. - 
~ “Conversations of My Mothers” is 








































ait ee. & 
“Micki took what she knows and 
simultaneous stories going on at once, added her own life experience tothe — 
said Goldthorpe. characters,” Hayes said. 
“There are five separate individual _ The actors have also had input 
lines of action which take place in into the characters. Since beginning 
different times and space,” she said. Work on the play, character changes 
“The style of the playisa have been made in each of the roles. 
montage,” said Hayes. It is done in a “The actors understand the 
cutaway style, such as films are done, Character differently,” Goldthorpe 
It goes from the specific to the said. “They can point things out (about 
universal of woman. the character) that I don’t see.” 
The play intertwines the separate “The audience becomes an active 
actions of five generations of women _ Patt of the play,” Hayes said. 
who exist in their own time, with five Hayes and Goldthorpe both hope 
scenes that bring the women together __ the play will touch the audience. 
in the same time period. Each woman “The play poses the questions, but , —— | a 
also plays  supporting role as well. doesn’t give answers,” Goldthorpe “Conversations of My Mothers,” a play written by F 
The five women featured inthe Said. Therefore, it will give everyone a gtudent Micki Goldthorpe, may be seen 
play are: Mave, a Swedish immigrant 
Sen aac 
fve women. “The audience 2nce becomes an active part of the play,” Hayes 
Be ee ee 
a4 % Ci 
a Community ollege’s 
Serene aes 
shown tomorrow night in the Jol 
Van Duzer Theater at 8:15. 
By Richard C. Ptacek 
America of the '30s. A period 
intensely remembered by a few, adim — 
memory for some, and history for ' 
most. A period of lost ‘and 
hopes. To relive ofa 
—— 
leae’s presentation ot “Ot ‘play Include (from left) Micheal Nichold as Lennie 
may be seen tomorrow night at 8:15 Geof Wander as George and Tiffanie Poston as 
~ ‘nthe John Van Duzer Theater. Characters ofthe  Curly’s wife. 
Califomia — Steinbeck geography. today. The farms, bams, the land still © confines of a theater, I hope, to some 
day. | 
. . 
“OF Mice and Men’ is located in Travel the Old Stage Road in the area _— whisper of tragic time and a degree, to have conjured a visual 
the Monterey-Soledad-Sollinas areaof — and you will see traces of the period bewildered humanity. With the whisper of the times and people. 
An overview of Yuba College 
The Yuba College Theater 
Department is a small but active 
Organization with one faculty member 
and one staff member — director _ 
David Wheeler and designer, technical 
director Richard C Ptacek, 
y. 
Wheeler has held his position at 
Yuba College since 1976. He received 
his master’s degree from-San 
Francisco State University and joined 
the production staff of the San 
Francisco Opera n 1970 where he 
was assistant director to Jean-Pierre 
Ponnelle. 
He has appeared on stage at San 
Francisco State, the Berkeley 
Repertory Theater, Walnut Creek — 
Civic Arts Theater and in London — 
playing many moles including Creon, 
Henry VII and King Lear. 
aftr workingJn Calonas end 
1977 after 
= ‘for the Walnut Creek Civic Arts _ 
Five major productions are held _ 
every year including a musical and a 
children’s production. The theater 
itself opened in 1962 and is a 
proscenium thrust seating 365. 
The department has participated 
yearly in the ACTF since 1977. 
The Yuba College Main Campus 
is located in Marysville, approximately 
45 miles north of Sacramento. Yuba 
College is the second largest 
hour’s drive to some of the most 
beautiful mountains, lakes, rivers and 
streams in Northem Califomia.  
  
  
   
  
  
   
  
- Girls’ may be seen 
afternoon at 2:15 — 
‘inthe Gist Hell Theater. 
ee fi time by oe Ppp 
tocmnateh is voted Oot tinea 
plays aren’t usually about — lack of 
role models for women in our 
culture,” “Top Girls” Director Donna _ 
Breed said. 
“The play brings together a whole 
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women from history who meet at a “The rest of the play follows one _ position that she is in » Which is — ’ dimer party and alk about theives,” woman, Marlene, tough how she got SEccasmy 
CSU Hayward presents ‘The Caucasian Chalk Circle’ 
there are very few props, the effects Ths aabeeneiogueiaaaetar= gh 4 ° F Chalk Circle’ offers a cane ening technique gests ar reef and atthe 
relaxin cnet: te chancer andthe warm or 5 coldness of the weather. 
By Solange Meric 
The Cal State Hayward’s Beniolt Beech acemman poetang, meee), Grusha, the heroine 
Department of Theater Arts has playwright who settled in California in 
presented a relaxing evening with its 1941. judge Games A.B aad hae production “The Caucasian Chalk Eric Bentley, who translated the Michael, the ¢ Go Rag 
Circle” by Bertolt Brecht which may _ play into English, said that Brecht took The pecoonanoet a 
be seen Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the an old Chinese story and set it in the ¢ 
John Van Duzer Theater. Transcaucasia, Russia. Brecht was | Ls aids cre 
Ths play wil mening yoo of King motivated to a make chang  because , 
Soloman’s judgment when two then Chief-of-State Joseph Stalin was 
women claimed the same child. To a Georgian and Transcaucasia is the 
find out who the real mother was, he place where Europe and Asia meet. 
ordered the child cut in two so that Transcaucasia is the place where 
each woman could have half the child. | Noah’s Ark touched ground and 
Before the order was carried out; one where Jason found the Golden Fleece. 
of the women said she had lied, the is a delightful 
Child was not hers. He then said that comps cn ma. 
the real mother was the one who had 
retoerd to ae Ga Oe cater i wien maa 
the child is in the middie of ea wonges mp ono Rem vibe   circle with women are at each side. 
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Editor’ s note: Sonoma State 
 
5 are s renee? er: * 
e denidilenite beg ts? heal i oa 
seni ee 
) aes a " 
University’ 5 presentation “Strider” Gypsy music weave 
- may be afternoon at and out of this simple 
215 inthe Gist Hall Theater . Strider’s joys and sorrow. first 
love and heart break, a lost friend and 
Sonoma State university’s a handsome prince are interwoven 
of “Strider” was directed with action, including a royal - d's 
Beth Craven and is about the life steplechase. 
and death of a horse named Strider. Sorat Hisbaneelgnst far 
It is taken from a short story by “Strider,” said were used-on the 
Leo Tolstoy in which Strider’s plight _set to easily show different locations. 
becomes that of mankind as the Actors had to portray peasants, 
audience experiences the laughter, royalty and horses, so considerable 
song, dance and painful sadness as the detail was given to the 
play is viewed. . of costumes to allow the tuming of 
Ode Object aio acter. Fiefore, 
Strider, in the play, moves from piece of “finery” fora royalty scene 
old age to youth and then back to old could be converted into a horse’s tail, 
age. “Strider” is set in Russia atthe he said. 
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University of Hawall-Hilo presents ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’ 
‘Superstar’ applicable to world events 
By Jan Mejer 
eo of Hawaii-Hilo 
sociology professor 
“Jesus Christ Superstar” drops us 
in a situation all too familiar in human 
history: the occupation of a country by 
a foreign power. 
In this case, a deeply spiritual 
culture — first century “Judea” — is 
under the thumb of the Romans. And 
like the U.S.A. right before the 
revolution, Hawaii at times in the last 
century, British India, or Vietnam in 
the '60s (the time when the show was 
first produced), a predictable pattern 
emerges. 
There are most who profit from 
  
Superstar maybe seen nthe Jo Van Duet Teter at 65 Bim 
  
 
‘Jesus Christ Superstar’ 
may be seen Saturday 
night at 8:15 in the John 
an Duzer Theater. 
 
the foreigners and grow wealthy, 
corrupted and conservative. They’re 
the local elite, in this case, King Herod 
and the High Priest Caiaphas and 
Annas — gh short, a class the Romans 
trust and who have the most to lose 
with almost any change. 
And there are those who want to 
just throw the rascals out through 
revolution; Judas is presented as such 
a radical, so is Simon the Zealot. And 
    
in such a desperately poor country, the The bewildered crowd was ready for 
third world of its day, lie the huge any social movement -—— for change of 
mass of the people, who are easily some kind. But despite the factions, 
manipulated. the philosophies, the inequalities, 
Their hunger leads them to accept _ essentially what’s happening is one 
the bribes the ruling class offer, and people, the Jews, experiencing brutal 
their desperation for any kind of domination by Roman imperialists. 
improvement tums them into followers And what of the central character? 
of charismatic leaders. Jesus is the wild card thrown into this 
“Jesus Christ Superstar” volatile situation. Who is he (or He)? 
exaggerates and simplifies for tragic “Jesus Christ Superstar” isn’t going to 
and comic effect. Other groups and say. 
classes of Jewish people existed than In fact if there is a message it 
those represented in the show. — seems to be that you see what you 
However the central drama requires look for, and part of the show is in 
little else than what we will see. following all the different ways the 
The Romans were detached, people (including, in particular, the 
Apostles) interpret or misinterpret 
Jesus, and what the ultimate message 
might indeed be. 
snobbish, and ultimately the real 
power behind everything. The priests 
were practical, scheming, and cynical. 
The cast and crew of 
‘Jesus Christ Superstar’ 
  
The Cast 
Jesus Tony Tenuto 
Judas Russ Millar 
Mary Magdelene Deenie Tagudin 
_ (and.more than 30 other actors and dancers) 
Director — Jackie Johnson-Debus 
Choreography Earnest Morgan 
Set, Lighting Design Larry Joseph 
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New Scripts Rehearsal 
Session ) 
_ Green, Theater Critic, San Jose 
a Load-in Caucasian Chalk Circle 11 Workshop: “Character and the 
ce ae __ Body,” Robert Benedetti, Cal Arts ‘am-2:30p.m. Adjudication of Student Designs 
Bill Eddelman, Stanford, Larry 
Clark, National Design Awards 
Chair, M: Devine, Cal inttute of 
ttam-1 pm. New Scripts Workshop: Script Pre- 
sentation 
11 am-1 p.m, Workshop: “Theater as Therapy,” 
Jean Betemeee, HSU 
11a.m-2:30p.m. Computer Assisted Design: Per- sxhibi : sonal Instruction (sign up for res- mt Picnic Lun a erved sessions) a eee: 2:15-4:30 p.m. Productions: Top Girls, CSU Chico Gist Theater 12pm spo Forum/Li 
35pm Gaon Peginete Se Sais Studio Theater 2:15-4:30 p.m. Performance: Strider, Sonoma State Gist Theater _Goes to War, Hartnell College U. (response immediately follows) __ 5:90-7:30 p.m. Production: Top Girls, CSU Chico Gist Theater 2:15-5 p.m. Kennedy A 8:15-10:30p.m. “ Production: Caucasian Chalk Circle JNO Theater - Awards as, aad, CSU Hayward 5:30-7:20 p.m. National 11p.m-2am. Gala Dance: “Behind the Redwood Kate Buchanan Green, Curtain,” Band and Refreshments Mercury 
Saturday | 
&-11a.m, Wake-up station JVD Lobby 8a.m-1 p.m. Registration JVD Lobby 8a.m-1 p.m. Student Design Displays Adolphe — Karshner Lounge 
Appia Exhibit Library Lobby Sitemeter "tardy Sa : Demonstration,” Lynn Pauley, HSU a 
Spotlight on the festival ee ee ae : 
@,°0 | eee Hy | | | Theater critic to conduct review st ‘ 
“A critic,” said the late Kenneth E ‘ | ——eeegeeieeemansg . Inaddit : 
Tynan, “is someone who knows the ditor’s note: Seminars with Judith Green, th eas | way but can’t drive the car.” critic for the San Jose Mercury News, will be held _ master’s degres meats nce ees Thursday, Fo and Saturday trom 8:30 to 10:30... 2 Once! ies ty that pa A a.m. in the Gist Hall Conference Room. _ poe a 
For HSU’s seminar, Judith theater, classical music and dance, : wcchigiem stem mcd Scalossormce ee ew camms, and a critic’s mind as a model, "prospective critics, was an arts reporter and ctitie for the’ University of participants will practice the art of Green has been with the San Jose Cincinnati Post, the Viriginian-P lot in in 1981, worki Criticism through writing, discussion, Mercury News as arts reporter and Norfolk, Va, and the Des Moines ogmiz writing, observation and writing. 
   
     




Performing ants critic, covering Register inlowa. | Same | 
   
   
CenterArts, called a 
| "Model in the West” by 
| the National Endowment 
for the Arts, presents the 
" most extensive performing arts 
program of its kind in the CSUC 
system. Offering 55 evenings of 
dance, theatre, music, film and 
lectures, the 1986-87 season ranges from 
. Mabou Mines in ‘Cold Harbor,'’ Mendelssohn 
| §tring Quartet, Marcel Marceau, Kronos Quartet, 
Ali Akbar Khan’ and Metropolitan Opera Star '— a Ge 
Jerome Hines in "Boris Godunov." As future oar Genes 
professionals in theatre arts we welcome you to —— 
Humboldt State University. 
CenterArts 1986-87 SuperSeason Continues With. . 
Kronos Quartet Mendelssohn 
in “A Tribute to Strin uartet 
Thelonious Monk and Bill Evans” “one of the v 1 Ot St."'—N.Y. Times 
February 17 April 3 & 4; Tickets on sale March 16 
Authentic Cajun Music with Bluegrass Fire with 
D.L. Menard ana Berline, Crary 
the Louisiana Aces & Hickman 
February 28 April 11; Tickets on sale March 23 
 
 
ODC/San Francisco Dell’'Arte workshop Premiere 
“if you've never seen ODC you've Pt 248 25, May 1 & 2; Tickets on sale May 6 
never seen Bay Area modern 
.dance at its volatile best’’ i. 
—San Francisco Examiner Metropolitan Opera Basso 
March 20 & 21; Tickets on sale March 1 Jerome Hines 
in the Spectacular 
“Boris Godunov’’ 
Journey to the Heart of Ireland April 22, 24 & 26 wie 
with Harper and presenting HSU’s 
Patrick Ball Gerald Beck as Boris 
March 28; Tickets on sale March 9 Apr. 20, May 1 & 2; Tickets on sale Mar. 16 
Jerome Hines in a previous production of 
“Boris Godunov” This section paid for by CenterArts in.support of ACTF. ib, 
PROF RRR LTP SRR RANI RELL! OLS LPOG RESET TOOT 
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